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In Maria si riverberano i massimi dati della fede.
Lumen gentium, 

La storia ha reso santa Maria di Nazareth un singolare crocevia di esperienze religiose, culturali, sociali, cultuali, teologiche e simboliche.
Ella vi appare motivo di unità e di divisione; figura promotrice del
fondamentalismo e del dialogo ecumenico e interreligioso, patrona del
rinnovamento e garante dell’intangibilità dello status quo; emblema
di un cristianesimo popolare opposto alla teologia delle élites, luogo
dove si confrontano l’emozione e il sentimento con la ragione e la disciplina della volontà; avvocata della lotta nei movimenti di liberazione
e baluardo della resistenza non violenta; simbolo della donna ideale,
sorella e amica delle donne e degli uomini.
La teologia non può e non deve sottrarsi all’imperativo di “dare ragione” di tutte queste paradossali collocazioni mariane e mariologiche,
interrogando le fonti stesse dell’esperienza di fede con l’occhio attento
di chi partecipa alle gioie, alle speranze e alle angosce delle persone
e delle periferie del mondo, soprattutto di coloro che soffrono per
essere costretti al margine e considerati scarto. Il farlo dà origine e
forma alla mariologia post–Vaticano II.
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I dedicate this research to you, my dear reader.
May it help you to value the importance of human relationships
and the personal union of love of Mary (and every faithful disciple) with
Jesus and with the Most Holy Trinity, the God of Love.
“My Love, the world is beclouded because the world does not realize me as
Love, God of Love. This is your mission, the most important mission
this time and forever that my Love will reign in the whole world.”
th of December 
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Preface
The careful research of Maria Steidl on The union of the two Hearts.
An inculturated Christological – Marian spirituality presents the obtained
results and several difficulties which sprung from the research, which
proposed a Mariological and Marian reflection seeking synthesis and
connections, as requested by the letter La Madre del Signore. Presenza,
Memoria, Speranza, of the Pontificia Academia Mariana Internationalis
on th of December .
It presents itself as a research on the boundary: between grace and
human response, between culture and faith, between personal and
communitarian, between the Revelation and charismatic–prophetic
revelations, between dogmatic theology and the mystical experience
which is expressed in tales and symbols, between the Church’s liturgy
and popular devotions, between symbol and symbolical theology;
between the European postmodern culture and the African contemporary culture, and between past, present and future of what is human
and faith, emblematically condensed in the person and in the charismatic–spiritual experience of Rev. Fr. Dr. Montfort Okaa, Nigerian
and founder of the Catholic Society of the Two Hearts of Love of Jesus and
Mary and in  of the Sisters of the Hearts of Love.
This research on the boundary has its religious–female centre of gravity
in the Mother of Jesus, woman of boundary: between the Old and the
New Testament, between divine Grace and the exemplary answer of the
Handmaid of the Lord which has a great theological weight, between
Christians belonging to different cultures, places and peripheries, between
the Catholic Church and Christian churches, between Christians and the
followers of other religions in the world. This broad vision takes into
. P A M I (PAMI), La Madre del Signore. Memoria, Presenza, Speranza, PAMI, Città del Vaticano, .
. Cf. B XVI, Africae munus, Postsynodal Apostolic Exhortation, of the th
November , in AAS  () –; C T I (CTI),
Theology today. Perspectives, Principles and Criteria, of the th November , in Enchiridion
Vaticanum, EDB, Bologna , vol. , n. –, p. –.
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account especially the African Marian sensitivity which evolved thanks
to the Magisterial contribution of the Vatican Council II (–), and
the contribution of the contemporary theological research.
Maria Steidl shows well that her theme has these multiple boundaries.
On the other hand, these are fundamental for a Mariology and a theology which is inculturated and soaked with the Word of Faith (cf. Rm
,) and with the history of man, in this case of the African lands, which
can, thus, be understood as scientia fidei, docta spes, docta caritas.
This research has explored these multiple boundaries between history, faith, tradition, theology, spirituality, cult and culture, through the
particular entrance door which are the normative and spiritual texts
of the charismatic–religious family of the Hearts of Love, to which the
author chose to belong in the Church, with the Church and for the
Church. Some were individuated better, others less. This must not startle the reader, since the most original contribution which a research can
give to theology and to the culture does not reside only in the secure
points that were acquired, but, even more, in the prospective which is
left open or which is even able to be thrown open.
Studying with theological meticulousness the religious charism
of the young Association of the Two Hearts of Love, the author tried
to develop further a relational, anthropological, psychological and
religious Mariology. This approach is consonant to the needs of
. Cf. S. D F, Maria, sintesi di valori. Storia culturale della mariologia, San Paolo,
Cinisello Balsamo ; J.–P. S L, Le rôle de la Sainte Vierge Marie dans la vie des chrétiens
d’Afrique, in Miles Immaculatae  (), p. –; I, La presenza materna di Maria nella Chiesa
famiglia di Dio in Africa, ibidem,  (), p. –; I, Africa, in S. D F–V. F
S–S. M. P (edd.), Mariologia. I Dizionari, San Paolo, Cinisello Balsamo , p.
–; S. M. P, La recezione e l’approfondimento del capitolo VIII della “Lumen Gentium”
nel magistero di Paolo VI, Giovanni Paolo II e Benedetto XVI, in S. M. C (ed.), Mariologia a
tempore Concilii Vaticani II. Receptio, Ratio et Prospectus. Acta Congressus Mariologici–Mariani
Internationalis in Civitate Romae anno  celebrati, PAMI, Città del Vaticano , p. –.
. Cf. B. F, La teologia come compagnia, memoria e profezia, San Paolo, Cinisello Balsamo ; C T I, Fides et inculturatio, document on faith
and inculturation, of the rd October , in Enchiridion Vaticanum, vol. , n. –, p.
–; E. J. P, Inculturation, in J.Y. L (ed.), Dictionnaire critique de théologie,
Quadrige–PUF, Paris  , p. –; M. G, Le sfide dell’inculturazione in Africa. Riflesione alla luce del sinodo speciale del , LAS, Roma . On the question of the inculturation
of the Marian mystery in genral, cf. A. V., L’immagine teologica di Maria oggi. Fede e Cultura,
Marianum, Roma ; S. D F, Maria, sintesi di valori, p. –.
. Cf. G. R, Per una cristologia relazionale. La fede in Gesù Cristo in una società
multiculturale, in Synaxis  (), p. –; S. D F, Paradigma antropologico, in I,
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the African culture, as well as to the postmodern European culture.
In this context, it was considered how Jesus and Mary reciprocally
“influenced” each other in their intimate relationship/union: Mary
being guided to the most sublime humanity and holiness, and Jesus
being sustained in being the Salvation of the world personified. This
view is coherent with the conscience that the redemption, salvation
and glorification of human beings is their union with the Father in
Christ, in a true process of Christification operated by the Holy Spirit.
The section which is concerned with the “mediation of Mary” (cf.
Lumen gentium –; Redemptoris Mater –), therefore, does not
speak of a “transmission of salvation”. Instead, it speaks of Mary as
facilitating the encounter of the faithful with Jesus in her role as first
redeemed, salvific co–worker and mater viventium (cf. Gen ,); of
making him present and encouraging in a motherly way to embrace
the Salvation made Person resolutely and joyfully: that Salvation which
the Church ministra pietatis celebrates and offers with the communio
Sanctorum.
To this constant and maternal encouragement belong the various Marian experiences which the fundamental theology assigns to the category
of “private revelations”, the presence of which in the life of the Church
constitutes an undeniable value and expresses the never completed task
of studying in depths the faith transmitted to the saints once and for all.
Within her theological and dogmatic research, Maria Steidl contributes
to make known a well–based hermeneutics of these events in the greater
frame of the subordinate munus maternus which the Church does not
stop to sustain and to propose to the christifideles as gift and sign of the
power of the Grace in the heart of the life stories of the men and women
of every time and place.
Maria. Nuovissimo Dizionario, EDB, Bologna , vol. , p. –. A. V., Maria
paradigma antropologico nella teologia postconciliare, in Theotokos  (), p. –; P. L
D, Maria, microcosmo de relaciones, in Ephemerides Mariologicae  (), p. –;
A. C, Il tema della relazione nella mariologia contemporanea, in Theotokos  (), p.
–. S. M. P, Maria persona in relazione nel magistero dei Vescovi di Roma: da Paolo
VI a Benedetto XVI, ibidem, p. –.
. On this delicate question cf. the research of O. F – F. B (ed.), In
Cristo unico mediatore Maria cooperatrice di salvezza. Atti del ° Colloquio Internazionale di
Mariologia, Ossimo Inferiore (Bs), – luglio , AMI, Roma .
. Cf. S. M. P, Impronte di Dio nella storia. Apparizioni e Mariofanie, Messaggero,
Padova .
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I wish the reader all the enjoyment which I had in reading this
Mariological research.
Rome, nd of February 
Salvatore M. Perrella, OSM
Rector of the Pontifical Theological Faculty “Marianum”
President of the Associazione Mariologica Interdisciplinare Italiana (AMI)
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Introduction

The Holy Scripture, in all its multiplicity, has a focal point of unity in
its salvific message: the will of God to realize in Christ an intimate union
and personal communion of love with mankind and through man with
all creation. The congregational sources of the Sisters of the Two Hearts
of Love present this dynamism towards union of all in God as already
given in the union of Love of the Hearts of Jesus and Mary, and as an
invitation to join this union.
. The main theme and the sub–themes
The main theme of this research is the union of the hearts of Jesus and Mary, their personal relationship, as they became together the
eschatological sole centre of relationship between all creatures, taking
into consideration as sources the Holy Scripture and the tradition of the
Church, to which belongs also the congregational sources of the Society
of the Two Hearts of Love. The “thesis” of the author is mainly presented
in the third chapter of the work: the theological opinion that the modern
understanding of salvation as a personal relationship with God can be
applied to Mariology, for the understanding of the redemption of Mary,
and for the understanding of her cooperation in the salvation of others,
favouring their personal relationship with God. This research will present
the salvation of Mary as the fact that Christ united her (throughout life)
to Himself in an ever more intimate relationship, and that Mary corresponded to this salvific action, assimilating His ways of thinking and
acting, allowing herself to be transformed into the perfect image of God
and brought into the deepest possible union with God. Thus, Mary is
able to help others to correspond to the grace of God.
. According to the conviction of theologians as M. G. M, Il cuore. Spiritualità,
cultura, educazione, Tau, Todi , p. , referring to Eph ,–.
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The theme is correlated with some sub–themes: the inculturation
in Africa, especially Igboland, the role of apparitions in the Church, the
question of the importance of pious devotional exercises, and the anthropological question of the role of men and women in society.
. The historical background of the study
The chosen theme, the union of the Hearts of Jesus and Mary, which
has formed whole generations of Christians, thanks to the work of saints
such as Birgitta of Sweden († ), Jean Eudes († ),Louis Marie
. Born in Sweden in , mother of  children, and widow, she entered a Cistercian
monastery in . After three years of serious prayers, she went to Rome and received the
inspiration to found a new order which had to be an image of the college of apostles and
disciples of the Lord: a double–monastery (male and female, coming together only for prayers).
It was realized and approved in . Cf. A. L A, La vita consacrata. Le varie forme dalle
origini ad oggi, Città Nuova, Roma , p. . She received “revelations” which her confessors
translated into Latin and which had a great influence on the theology and spirituality in the
Church. They emphasize the union of the hearts of Jesus and Mary to the point of ascribing
the redemption of mankind to the sufferings of both, as Mary says in a message: “Filius meus
et ego redemimus mundum quasi cum uno corde”. Jesus added in another “revelation” that
‘My Mother and I redeemed men so to say with one heart, I through my interior sufferings
in the heart and through my outward suffering in the flesh, but she through the pain of the
heart and through love’. Revelationes I,  and Revelationes extravagantes , quoted in F. H,
Gottes Nordlicht. Die hl. Birgitta von Schweden und ihre Offenbarungen, Christiana, Stein am Rhein
 , p. –. The image of the two Hearts redeeming mankind together is inviting the
faithful to unite themselves with Mary in their daily cross to the passion of Christ. It cannot
be used to prove an equality between Jesus and Mary in the redemption of man, because the
complete dependence of Mary on the divine Son is underlying. However, the ‘revelations’
present the participation of Mary in the redemption as important, demanding the gratitude of
the faithful. Cf. M. H, Geschichtliche und systematische Grundlinien der Herz–Mariä–Verehrung,
in I (ed.), Die Herz–Mariä–Verehrung. Geschichtliche Entwicklung und theologischer Gehalt, Pustet,
Regensburg , p. . Cf. also S. D F, Brigida di Svezia (S.) in I (ed.), Maria. Nuovissimo
Dizionario. Testimoni e Maestri, EDB, Bologna , vol. , p. –.
. Cf. T. M, Das Herz Mariens in seiner Beziehung zum Dreifaltigen Gott nach der
Lehre des hl. Jean Eudes, in M. H (ed.), Die Herz–Mariä–Verehrung, p. –: Saint J. E was
born in Normandy and entered the Congregation of the Oratory of de Bérulle (cf. footnote
) and de Condren. He founded the female congregation of Our Lady of Charity of the
Refuge for women with ill–fame who wanted to do penance, with the help of the Visitandines.
(These were just founded, in , by St. Francis de Sales, † , bishop of Geneva, author
of Introduction to the Devout Life and Treatise on the Love of God, together with St. Jane Frances
de Chantal; the Institute to which St. Margaret Mary Alacoque († ) later belonged, who
received apparitions of the Sacred Heart of Jesus in Paray–le–Monial. St. Francis de Sales saw
the two Hearts as united. Cf. A. Z, Die Herz–Jesu–Verehrung. Geschichtliche Entwicklung
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Grignion de Montfort († ) and very many others, manifests itself
as the main Christological–Mariological element in the congregational
sources of the Catholic Society of the Two Hearts of Love – Sisters of
the Two Hearts of Love. The devotion of the Hearts of Love began in
the ’s in Orlu, Nigeria, by Montfort Okanwikpo (often his surname
is abbreviated to “Okaa”), then a teenager, as a private devotion among
the faithful. As a diocesan priest, he began the Society of the Hearts
of Love (SHL) in  as a private pious association of Christ’s faithful.
The devotion spread to the international field, but especially to Germany,
where the founder lived from –. The female religious branch of
this Society began in Nigeria on th of March  with the acceptance
and the opening of the first female novitiate (//) in the diocese of
Okigwe. The first set of five Sisters celebrated their first simple profession
on rd of April , Easter Sunday of the Holy Year; the date marks
the foundation of the Institute. It was approved by His Excellency, Mons.
und theologischer Gehalt, in M. H (ed.), Die Herz–Mariä–Verehrung, p. .) Eudes founded
and joined the Congregation of Jesus and Mary for the education of priests. Pope Leo XIII
called him on // “Author of the liturgical worship of the Sacred Heart of Jesus and Holy
Heart of Mary”. His last and main work was: Le Cœur admirable de la Très Sacrée Mère de Dieu ou
la dévotion au très saint Cœur de Marie, Caen , in Œuvres complètes, Beauchesne, Paris ,
vol. –, (Vol.  contains the texts of the Mass in honour of the Immaculate Heart, on p. .)
published in <http://www.jesusmarie.free.fr/jean_eudes.html>, seen on //.
. In the fervour of his youth, he pronounced a vow of ‘radical poverty’. His ascetic life
was opposed by his spiritual director who humiliated him publicly. The obedience to the
director raised him incapable for some exterior responsibilities. At his ordination (), the
spiritual director saw him at a ‘sublime level of union with Jesus Christ.’ Grignion saw Mary as
the point of encounter between God and man, such that Mary helps to unite with Christ and
Jesus helps to unite with Mary, as they are united. Grignion de Montfort became an itinerant
preacher in France, preaching especially to the poor, persecuted by people of higher rank,
forbidden in several dioceses, and also in great yearnings for the divine Wisdom. He did not
bind himself to any group, but collaborated with all in the dioceses where he was accepted. He
testified to an experience of ‘continuous presence of Jesus and Mary’ with him, identifying with
the Virgin and receiving from her the freedom of fears in the apostolic action. He combined the
‘renewal of baptismal vows’ in use in ‘missions’ to the simple people, and the ‘Marian slavery’,
which many propagated in his time. His pastoral work sought to bring all into the Reign of
Christ by inducing them to give themselves to Christ in Mary, to unite with Christ, ready to carry
the daily cross. Thus, he emphasized the necessity of a personal relationship with the Saviour.
Cf. S. D F, S. Luigi Maria di Montfort in I (ed.), Maria. Nuovissimo Dizionario, vol. , p.
–, , . Cf. also B. C – S. D F – E. V (ed.), Spiritualità Trinitaria
in comunione con Maria secondo Montfort, Atti dell’° Colloquio internazionale di mariologia.
Roma, – ottobre , Monfortane, Roma .
. As written proof there exist only the documents of the formula of vows with date and
signature, in the archive of the Congregation.
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Ayo–Maria Atoyebi O.P., Bishop of Ilorin (Nigeria) on th of December
. The author chose the theme in view of the th anniversary of the
foundation of the Institute (rd April ) and the th anniversary of the
Society of the Hearts of Love ().
. The reason for the themes, the objectives
In the beginning of this study the main reason for this research
was to make known the charism of the new congregation, in its
history, spirituality and dogmatic value, without much hope of offering something new to the science of Mariology. It is only towards
the end of the studies that the author discovered the possibility to
present the theology of the Hearts of Love as a “relational Mariology”,
a Mariology that takes into account human relationships, presenting
the traditional Marian dogmas as illustrations of the various aspects of
her union with Christ, and through Christ, with the Holy Trinity, the
Church, and all creation. It is very important in the society of today to
stress the human being as a being in relationship, since individualism
and collectivism have proved to be destructive. Personal identity
. A charism is a gift of grace, given by the Holy Spirit, which enables man to help
others to know and/or do the will of God, which is always geared to the up–building of the
Church, i.e. the eternal happiness of all souls, and to the praise of Christ. Cf.  Cor ,–.
St. Paul gives in  Cor ,–.; ,–. a list of various gifts, which may not be meant to
be comprehensive, since Paul has not the aim of describing what the Spirit can do, but the
pastoral aim of pointing out that the gift of a “miraculous” charism does not mean that
the person who received it is better than others. Everyone has received something. Grace
builds on nature: a charism is not only received, but has also aspects of being acquired by
human effort as study or exercise in virtue. A personal charism can become the charism of
a community that prays for, learns and exercises the charism of a founder.
. Cf. S. M. P, “Maria persona in relazione nel magistero dei Vescovi di Roma”,
in Theotokos ,  () –. Also in Africa the individualism has become a problem.
Cf. F. A. O, “Il cristianesimo in Africa e lo sviluppo della sua teologia”, in Credere
Oggi  (/) . Postmodernity is in fact a global phenomenon, cf. W. B. K,
“Diversity in postmodern context”, in Religious Education, , () , quoted in J.
C. R. G P, Teologia della vita religiosa, San Paolo, Cinisello Balsamo , p.
. García Paredes sees in the postmodernity an option for fragmentation. Against the
meta–relationships and global interpretations of the modernity, it agrees to the pluralism
of ways of thinking. Postmodern people believe that the world and history are too complicated and fragmentised to be understood. They feel obliged to destroy what has been built
with personal interest, including social structures and traditional “truths” which favour
certain groups. Important is not what I can agree to as true, but what “I like”. In order
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must be seen within a communitarian structure, for every human
being is a social being in the modern understanding of man. One of
to maintain a possibility of social life, tolerance is of greatest importance. Postmodernity
brought about also a rebirth of religiosity, both in new religious movements and sects
and in the traditional religions, as something people came to love. The personal experience is the key, but many live a “light” religiosity without allowing themselves to be
challenged to definite decisions after an experience, but continue to float by seeking ever
new experiences. Cf. ibidem, p. –. The postmodernity, as re–acceptance of values
(personal experience, beauty, religion) which were seen as irrational in the modern past,
the crisis of Marxism, Freudianism, Egoism, Kantianism, Illuminism and Rationalism is
given by De Fiores the symbolic year of beginning in , the fall of the Wall of Berlin.
Cf. S. D F, Maria sintesi di valori. Storia culturale della mariologia, San Paolo, Cinisello
Balsamo , p. . Here, it shall be seen to begin in the year , the Marian year
with the consecration of the world to the Immaculate Heart of Mary by John Paul II, as
the event which spiritually made the fall of the wall possible (in the interpretation of Fr.
Montfort). The newly accepted values of old are often taken in a deviated sense by the
postmodern man: Consumism, tolerating all in a certain indifference, giving value to people according to what they produce, not finding fulfilling religious experiences. Cf. ibidem,
p. . J. Roten contributes an analysis of postmodernity affecting Mariology: modernity
tended towards an emancipation from relationships understood as dependence, in order
to gain freedom (understood as liberalism). This influenced also Mariology, and there
were attempts to dissociate her either “from her historical roots or from her eschatological
reality. Absence of relationality with Christ and Church can further be detected in, for
example, expressions of feminist and liberation theology.” “Postmodernity rediscovers and
retrieves the importance of relationality.” But the present time has a “fixation on inner
experience and mythic expansion of consciousness”, leading to a “chaotic relationality”,
when someone “consents to dissolve itself in the numinous”. It is coupled with the “moral
anything goes, from same–sex–marriages to hugging trees. The chaotic self is the result
of disorderly and indiscriminate relationality.” In the Mariological area, it is paralleled by
“new forms of remythologization” of Mary into a “mother goddess”, one of the universal symbols of vital femminity in the course of history. The theologian finally presents
the “new modernity” (Michel Foucault, Wilhelm Schmid), a recent philosophical current
trying to overcome the excesses of modernity and postmodernity, teaching a pragmatic
“Lebenskunst”, propagating modesty in the realization of self in autonomy, while pursuing
“openness of self to the world and the other thanks to a pragmatic style of life in harmony
with the laws proper to the human person, nature and interpersonal relationship.” “We
may observe a similar movement in Mariology, namely a frequent and explicit reference
to the person of Mary, the retrieval of the discovery of an integrated figure of Mary, and
communality centered on an image of unanimity of Our Lady”, stressing “the idea of a
multitude of people sharing in the same theological and spiritual values” J. R, “Mary
and the multicultural challenges”, in S. C (ed.), Mariologia a tempore Concilii Vaticani
II. Receptio, ratio et prospectus, PAMI, Città del Vaticano , p. –. Pope F, in
the sermon of the morning mass at Domus S. Marthae of rd June , said that “in our
genetic makeup there is this relationship with God”. In OR English ed.  (//) .
. Cf. F. M M–M, “Persona/relazionalità”, in S. D F – V. F S – S. M. P (ed.), Mariologia. I Dizionari, San Paolo, Cinisello Balsamo
, p. –.
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the objectives of this present research is to demonstrate the various
aspects of the intimate personal relationship of Mary with Jesus (and
in Him, with the Holy Spirit and the Father) – and, therefore, that
all human beings can be in an intimate relationship with the Holy
Trinity.
As the study uses texts hailing from the young Church in East
Nigeria, the question of the culture of the place and the inculturation
of the Gospel was automatically a consideration.
A further theme of this research, popular piety, some years ago
seen as obsolete and unnecessary, has strong defenders in our days.
They point out that this piety can be seen as the expression of traditionally oriented communities which proved to stand firm against the
predominant culture closed in the immanence and with secularizing
power. Also, visions and apparitions, which are very often at the
origin of new devotions as in the case of the devotion of the Two
Hearts of Love, equally have defenders today. Despite the objective
difficulty in judging transcendental experiences, some theologians
fight against a general rejection of such mystical experiences. This
. Cf. ibidem, p. –, esp. p. .
. Cf. Mons. Rino F, President of the Pontifical Council for the Promotion
of the New Evangelization, wrote in a letter to Archbishop Carlo Liberati of Pompei:
“Ho potuto toccare con mano la devozione e l’affetto che anima tante persone verso
la Santa Vergine di Pompei [. . . ]. Questo mi ha confermato come la pietà popolare sia
fondamentale e necessaria per una vera ed efficace opera di Nuova Evangelizzazione.”
The letter is published in Il Rosario e la Nuova Pompei  () . Cf. also CDWDS,
Directory on popular piety and the liturgy, (//), n. , –, , in English in
<http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/ccdds/documents/rc_con_ccdds
_doc__vers-direttorio_en.html>, seen on //: pious exercises were an
important means of evangelisation in the th century and later, as expressions that
permitted inculturation; they helped to promote holiness.
. Cf. S. M. P, Le apparizioni mariane. “Dono” per la fede e “sfida” per la ragione.
Segno, presenza e mediazione della Vergine glorificata nella nostra storia, San Paolo, Cinisello Balsamo . L. Boriello defined “mystic” as referring to that moment or level or expression
of religious experience in which a determined religious world is being lived as interior or
immediate experience, or a particular religious experience of unity–communion–presence.
Cf. L. B, “Il linguaggio mistico”, in I (ed.), Mistica e mistica carmelitana, LEV,
Città del Vaticano , p. . Asti uses for his definition the term relationship (between
God and man): “Il termine mistica [cristiana] richiama una complessa relazione fra Dio e
l’uomo in cui sono impegnate tutte le dimensioni umane: memoria, intelletto, volontà,
sensi. [. . . Il cui] nucleo fondamentale consiste nel rapporto con Dio, in una relazione
che storicamente pone due realtà a confronto in un continuo slancio di intendimenti e
di abbandoni.” As the intellect is involved, theological studies can be very helpful for a
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research is to point out the necessity of devotions in general, and
of the devotion of the Hearts of Love in particular, a devotion capable of contrasting an egocentric “culture” which even in the African
Continent becomes dramatically present, i.e. the non–culture of the
destruction of the relationship of man with God and neighbour. The
urgency of the primacy of agapic love shall be recalled, insistently
stressed by the recent Magisterium. According to the analysis of Pope
Benedict XVI, the fall of faith in Europe and other places has exactly
its root in the “debasement of human love, [which is an image of
the union between God and man according to the Scriptures,] the
suppression of the authentic capacity for loving, [. . . ] the systematic
closure of a union to the gift of life and, even more, the suppression
or manipulation of newborn life.” In the second volume of his meditation on the life of Jesus, he defines true love “as the very process of
passing over, of transformation, of stepping outside the limitations of
fallen humanity – in which we are all separated from one another and
mystical life. Asti underlines that “mystic” is almost synonym to “spirituality”, a term that
came into use when “mystic” was seen as in opposition to scientific theology, in the th
– th century. However, “spirituality” points more to ordinary signs, e.g. ways of prayer,
while “mystic” points more to extraordinary experiences as stigmatisation, bilocation, vision and pre–cognition, without excluding, however, the ordinary religious experiences
as spiritual consolation and “inspirations” for the personal moral life, perceived outside
the senses, directly in the “heart” or “intellect”. “Mystical life” is defined by the expert
in mystical theology F. Asti as a development originating in baptism and tending to the
joy of tasting an intimate friendship with the Holy Trinity, being generated by God in the
womb of the Church (cf. CCC, –). On p. – the article abounds in words
as communion, embrace, relationship, understanding of one’s person, identity, dialogue,
reciprocal openness, love, stable and familiar bond, full adhesion: terms that will be important for the present study. Cf. F. A, “Maria nell’esperienza mistica: Una questione
terminologica e di mediazione?” in Marianum  () –; –, –. The
definition of “mystic” in Asti mentions a reciprocal abandonment of God and man, the
definition of Boriello mentions communion of man with God. Thus, they mention (only
indirectly) the personal character and the character of gift from God that is fundamental
in Christian mysticism (authentic mystical experiences are not automatic results of meditation–exercises) and the fundamental importance of human creative response in faith
and not just passive reception of the gift. Mysticism, as a theological science, studies not
only the experience, but also the dynamics that can lead to it. Cf. A. F, Mariologie und
“Wunderglaube”. Ein kritischer Beitrag zur spiritualitätstheologischen Valenz der Mariophanie im
Kontext humanwissenschaftlicher Fragestellungen, Pustet, Regensburg , p. –.
. B XVI, Allocutio quo inaugurator conventus ecclesialis Romanae
dioecesis de familia et communitate Christiana, (//), in English in
<http://w.vatican.va/content/benedict-xvi/en/speeches//june/documents/hf_
ben-xvi_spe__convegno-famiglia.html>, p. , , seen on //.
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ultimately impenetrable to one another – into an infinite otherness.”
This research intends to exemplify this statement in the life and work
of Jesus and Mary.
Finally, there is the question of the role of man and woman in
the society, intimately connected with the first theme. It is still a hot
debate, both in theory and praxis: Are they completely equal in their
role and vocation, or are they equal only in dignity, but not in the
way to realization of the self ? The work will present some voices of
the present understanding of the role of the different sexes in Nigeria
and in Germany, and then shine the light of the relationship and
union of Jesus and Mary on the anthropological question, as a little
contribution to the debate.
. The “status quaestionis” of the main theme
Mariology battles today with the Immaculate Conception (because
the original sin is a disputed question) and with the mediation of grace
(because the Holy Spirit Himself is the Grace). Several theologians have
undertaken a relational approach to the mystery of the Theotokos, and
this approach may be able to provide the expressions which can explain
these two problems in a convincing way. The relationships of Mary
were mentioned by many authors throughout Church history, however
without making her being a person in relationship an explicit theme.
The th chapter of “Lumen Gentium” used words such as “vinculum”
. J. R, Jesus of Nazareth. Holy Week, vol. II, Catholic Truth Society, London
, p. –.
. Vatican II, Dogmatic Constitution on the Church (//), in English
in <http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vat–ii_dogmatic-constitution__lumen-gentium_en.html>, seen on //. The document
comprises in the th chapter the first systematic Magisterial treaty on the role of Mary in
Christ’s work of redemption and in the Church, overcoming the classical opposition of christotypic and ecclesiotypic mariologies. Cf. G. L. M, Katholische Dogmatik für Studium und
Praxis der Theologie, Herder, Freiburg  , p. . In the antepreparatorial phase of the Council,
when the bishops, superior generals, rectors of Catholic universities and the Curia Romana
were requested to send proposals of arguments for the Council, the Marian theme occupied a
major place with  Fathers proposing, of which most requested the definition of a dogma or
the decision in a Marian controversy, or a summary on the Church’s teaching on Mary, while
a good number requested caution and a review of Mariology, mainly because of ecumenical
reasons. The document on Mary was debated at length and often changed. In order to avoid
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and “union”, but not the terms “relationship” or “related” (which talk of
the human process of becoming united). Pope Paul VI mentioned it in
his comment about LG: Maria has a “singulares prorsus cum Christo”,
and “ad Deum et ad Christum Iesum [. . . ] totam spectare”, Mary has
a special relationship with Christ and is completely related to God and
to Christ. De Fiores quotes this comment of Paul VI in his recent
history of Mariology, dedicating a chapter to the “personalistic model” of
Mariology, which sees Mary as the “type” of relationships and the “icon”
of the Holy Trinity. Pope John Paul II wrote encyclicals in the form of
the impression of a divinised Virgin high above the Church, it was included in the De Ecclesia
(LG), adding to the title (De Beata Maria Virgine) “in the mystery of Christ and the Church”,
with the proclaimed intention to preserve both the ecclesiotypic and the christotypic Mariology,
and to bring Mariology back to a Biblical language. Cf. C. A, Il dibattito su Maria
nel concilio Vaticano II. Percorso redazionale sulla base di nuovi documenti di archivio, Messaggero,
Padova , esp. p. –, , . The first chapter of LG tries to explain the mystery of the
Church as bride and body of Christ. The second chapter presents the “people of God”. The
third chapter discusses its hierarchical structure. The fourth chapter dwells on the dignity
and duties of the laity. The fifth chapter deals with the universal call to holiness. The sixth
chapter presents the religious as special members of the Church in their function to witness to
the universal call to holiness. The seventh chapter explains the veneration of the saints in the
Church as a communion of the pilgrim Church with the Church in heaven.
. P VI, Allocutio a chiusura del terzo periodo del Concilio (//), in Enchiridion
Vaticanum, vol. , n. *, *, p. []–[], []–[]. This allocution will be mentioned again
in this study, as the Supreme Pontiff here gave some hints on aspects which appeared in the
discussions and which were not taken up in sufficient clarity in the th chapter of LG.
. Cf. S. D F, Maria sintesi di valori, p. –. In the chapter, the known mariologian
sees this type of Mariology based on the “personalistic” philosophy of P. Ricoeur. After quoting
Paul VI and saying that only since  the theme is being treated, first by two Spain authors,
Mercedes Navarro and Xavier Pikaza. The same were requested to write an article on “person”
and on “Trinity” for the Spanish edition of the Mariological “new” dictionary of De Fiores
and S. Meo. According to the quotations in Maria sintesi di valori, p. , the relationships of
Mary are treated mainly in general terms. M. Navarro underlined that relationship belongs
to the personal identity of Mary. X. Pikaza takes up the (new) philosophical principle that the
human person “is relationship”, and deduces from the privileged relationships of Mary with
the three divine persons that she is the ‘first person of humanity’. Cf. also B. F, Maria, la
donna icona del mistero. Saggio di mariologia simbolico–narrativa, Paoline, Cinisello Balsamo ,
with the stress on the “relationality” of Mary on p. . The half page dedicated by De Fiores
to the relationship of Mary with Christ underlines only that Mary is witness and guarantee
of the Incarnation (p. –). In the same work, on p. –, De Fiores says that feminist
theologians want to overcome the idea that Mary is ‘almost not a woman, almost a godess’,
want to stress her faith (which this research is trying to do), but also avoid the theme of Mary
as “bride” and “being in relationship” (which this research will not avoid at all).
. Karol Woityła, Pope from  to , who had at the centre of his teaching the
inseparable union of Jesus and Mary: loving the Son leads to venerating the Mother, seeking
Mary leads to finding Jesus. His spirituality was formed by S. Louis M. Grignion de Montfort.
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meditations, in which he involved the reader, presenting and building up
a relationship between the reader, himself as witness, and God. This is
valid also in his Marian encyclical, which he basically wrote personally,
accepting only few suggestions from theologians. There he came much
nearer than LG to a “relational” Mariology which considers the reciprocal
relationship between Mary and Jesus and Mary and the Church. In RM
, he speaks of a reciprocal donation of self between Mary and God.
In RM , he shows the “specialis nexus” which begins to form under
the cross between the Church and Mary. Equally, the former Cardinal
Joseph Ratzinger, in his brief Mariological essays and comments, wrote
in a way that A. Staglianò titled: “The personalistic Mariology of Joseph
Ratzinger”. Describing Mary as a human person, he showed her as a
human person in relationships, using findings from the Bible, tradition
and archaeology. This development deepens moreso with Pope Francis.
The Magisterium writes in a pastoral way. It is the duty of Mariology to analyze these relationships of Mary in a scientific way. Bruno
Forte wrote in , “si potrebbe precisare il principio di sintesi della
He gave special attention to her motherhood and to the fact that her presence in the salvific
event is the reason for her presence also in the liturgical action of the Church. Cf. S. D F,
“Giovanni Paolo II” in I (ed.), Maria. Nuovissimo Dizionario, vol. , p. –, –, .
. I P II, Litterae encyclicae Redemptoris mater (//), in Acta Apostolicae Sedis  () –, in English in <http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_
paul_ii/encyclicals/documents/hf_jp\T\textendashii_enc__redemptoris\T\
textendashmater_en.html>, seen on //. The notice of the genesis of the document
was given by Prof. Stefano De Fiores in one of his lectures on Mariology in the Pontifical
Faculty Marianum, Rome. On the relationships in the said document, cf. S. M. P, Maria
persona in relazione, p. –. The Encyclical commented the Marian teaching of LG in a
narrative and meditative way, inaugurating the Marian year –. As stated in RM , it is
influenced by the theology and spirituality of St. Louis M. Grignion de Montfort. For further
introduction to the document, cf. S. M. P, Ecco tua Madre. La Madre di Gesù nel Magistero
di Giovanni Paolo II e nell’oggi della Chiesa e del mondo, San Paolo, Cinisello Balsamo , p.
–, and S. D F, Maria nella teologia contemporanea, Centro di Cultura Mariana, Roma
, p. –.
. Cf. especially J. R, Die Tochter Zion. Betrachtungen über den Marienglauben der
Kirche, Johannes, Einsiedeln ; his part (“Erwägungen zur Stellung von Mariologie und
Marienfrömmigkeit im Ganzen von Glaube und Theologie”) of the volume (published with
H. U. v. B) Maria, Kirche im Ursprung, Herder, Freiburg ; and J. R, “Hinführung”, in J P II, Maria – Gottes Ja zum Menschen. Enzyklika “Mutter des Erlösers”.
Mit einer Hinführung von Joseph Ratzinger und einem Kommentar von Hans Urs von Balthasar,
Herder, Freiburg , p. –.
. A. S, Madre di Dio. La mariologia personalistica di Joseph Ratzinger, San Paolo,
Cinisello Balsamo , with a presentation of  pages by S. D F.
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Mariologia [. . . ] attraverso la relazione concreta e personale, che lega la
Madre al Figlio.” .
In the years  and  the Mariological Interdisciplinary Italian
Association (AMI) organized a congress concerning Mary as a “person
in relationship”, then published the contributions in the periodical
Theotokos ( and ). Going through it, very little space is dedicated to her relationship with Christ. F. Muzumanga Ma–Mubimbi
figures as the author of the article “Persona/relazionalità” in the Marian “San Paolo” dictionary of . He presents the theme in the
post–Vatican II Magisterium, in the NT, in Thomas Aquinas († ),
Pierre de Bérulle († ), and Grignion de Montfort († ), finally
. B. F, Maria, la donna icona del mistero, p. . Here shall be quoted also U. C,
“La maternità verginale di Maria e l’escatologia. Nexus mysteriorum”, in C. C –
S. D F (ed.), Maria icona viva della Chiesa futura, Monfortane, Roma , p. : “Il
discorso di fede sulla Vergine Madre è tutto relazionale.” Quoted in P. B–C,
L’ultimo desiderio nelle religioni. L’Assunzione di Maria: un modello cristiano, Aracne, Roma
, p. . The psychologist and mariologist actually expressed her impression that all
Marian piety, Mariology and Marian cult always show the Virgin in relationship and
union with Christ, Trinity, saints, mankind and the cosmos. This shows how a “relational
Mariology” is today immediately assimilated. Cf. also R. L, and her doctoral work
on Maria. Icona della Trinità. Primizia di una umanità nuova, Pro Sanctitate, Roma ,
which dedicated ample chapters to Mary in her relationships to Father, Son and Holy Spirit,
but in a quite uncritical–emotional way.
. Apart from the articles which will be quoted in the third chapter of the present work,
here shall be mentioned the article of M. M, “Maria e la relazione in Ambrogio e
Giovanni Damasceno”, in Theotokos , () –, which contains on pages – and
– some extended demonstration of the union and relationship of Mary with Christ,
but always limited to the understanding of these two Fathers of the Church.
. Thomas entered  the –years old Dominican order. He was studying, teaching
and writing/dictating, until, on  of December  during Mass, he had an experience
of God in vision and audition which made him to see all he wrote before as “straw”. His
biographer Wilhelm of Tocco, however, records the dictation of a comment to the Song of
Songs after the mystical experience. In  of his works he treated of Mary. In the Summa
theologiae III, q. –, he looks at the Mother of God in the context of the Incarnation. In his
argumentations, he uses also the bonds of relationships in order to prove the rationality of a
Catholic conviction. E.g. in the Summa III, q. , a. – for the virginitas post partum: Mary
would appear very ungrateful if, after such a Son and after her virginity was preserved
miraculously, she would have sought the carnal encounter. Joseph would have had the
greatest presumption, if he would have asked for it after the revelation he received from
the angel in a dream. In q. , a.  he insisted that Joseph and Mary had a real matrimony,
due to the ‘indivisible union of their souls’ and in view of the posterity, Jesus. Cf. S. D
F, “Tommaso d’Aquino (S.)”, in I (ed.), Maria. Nuovissimo Dizionario, vol. , p.
–, –.
. Card. de Bérulle had a Jesuit formation and was the founder of the “Oratory”, a
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in the post–Vatican II theology, and then in a systematic reflection,
all in  pages. He himself exhorts that Mariology must deepen this
theme. It is still very rare to find a theologian that applies the dynamics of human relationships to the relationship of Jesus and Mary to the
point of postulating in Jesus a new consciousness of self through his
relationship with his mother. Highest, in studies is found the idea of
the socialization of the child Jesus in the Jewish culture. The synthesis
of Mariology in the view of her relationship with Jesus is still an open
field of research. This research is an attempt to enter into this field,
since it is very consistent with the congregational sources of the Society of the Hearts of Love and could be called a “Mariology of the
Hearts of Love”.
. Division of the work
The work is not divided into the various themes. The first chapter
investigates the foundational context of SHL in Nigeria, presenting an
African concept of unity. It then offers a view of the ecclesial situation
in Nigeria and in Germany, in which various situations of disunity
can be discovered. It finally outlines the person of the founder and
the beginning history of the Society. The role of man and woman
in society and the acceptance of devotions are given some attention,
while the beginning history of the Society of the Hearts of Love gives
an impression of the uniting power of the Two Hearts of Jesus and
Mary.
“society of common life without vows”, nowadays counted among the Societies of apostolic
life, for the reformation of the priesthood in France, in . Cf. A. L A, La vita
consacrata, p. –. He was equally the founder and leader of the École Française de
Spiritualité, which influenced France in his time and after. The Treatise on the True Devotion
to the Blessed Virgin of St. Louis Grignion de Montfort can be called a popular expression of
this spirituality which the founder expressed in more mystical language. Cf. F. M. L,
“La maternità di Maria nel mistero dell’incarnazione e della nostra divinizzazione secondo
San Luigi Maria Grignion da Montfort e il Card. de Bérulle”, in Theotokos  () –,
who quotes on p.  as important studies on Bérulle P. C, Bérulle et l’École Française,
Paris , and S.–M. M, Pierre de Bérulle et les Carmélites de France. Histoire d’une
querelle, Paris . Léthel observes on p.  that the Berullian spirituality has a Trinitarian
christocentrism: “Jesus” is not taken first of all as a human name, but means “one of the
Trinity” (without denying his true incarnation), not emphasising in Jesus his humanity.
. Cf. F. M M–M, “Persona/relazionalità”, p. –, esp. p. .
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The second chapter analyses the congregational sources, especially
the Constitutions, as a spiritual plan for union. It discusses Jesus and
Mary in the religious life, the vows, the apostolate of the Sisters,
contemplation and experiences in prayer, and the many characteristic
elements of the foundation. This chapter defines the charism of the
Congregation, thus presenting the view of Father Montfort on how
to build a positive relationship with God and neighbour, in following
Jesus and Mary.
The third chapter elaborates upon the Marian element in the congregational sources of SHL, i.e., the union which God actualized in
the hearts of Jesus and Mary, with the “preamble” on the meaning
of the symbol “heart”. It also investigates in anthropology, i.e. in the
social aspect of a union of hearts. The Marian dogmas and theological
themes are ordered and explained as a steady growth of the human
relationship and union of Jesus and Mary, from the conception of
Mary till her final glorification. Finally, there are some comments on
sacred arts concerning the union of the Two Hearts, and on the value
of Marian devotions and “consecration” to God.
The three chapters are bound together by the research on the topic
which is the aim of all theology and of all true religion: the union of
all creatures in God.
. Method
For the relationship with Scripture, the method used here is the one
adopted by Pope John Paul II in his encyclical letters, which Cardinal
J. Ratzinger called the real “theological interpretation”, in which
the Bible is being treated as the work of a single author (the inspired
people of God), thus, passages of one book of the Bible can be used
to interpret the text of a different book of the Bible; various biblical
images and symbols can be looked at together in order to come nearer
to the mystery which is not expressible. In regard to the Magisterium,
it was evaluated according to the diplomatic value of each document,
its nature and background. The spiritual and liturgical tradition of the
Church was also taken into account. The spiritual experience of many
. Cf. J. R, “Hinführung”, p. –.
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Catholic saints and also of Fr. Montfort Okanwikpo play a major role
in this research. The research has a pastoral intention.
Further it is to be annotated that the first part deals with history, but it
does not always follow a chronological order, neither does it have a presumption of completeness. It follows a systematic–selective method: the
analysis of the cultural and ecclesial surrounding of the foundation gives
privilege to aspects which either have some impact on the foundation or
which can be useful for a better inculturation of the Gospel in Africa. The
life–history of the founder and the beginning history of the Society are
presented in a narrative way since there are almost no published sources
to which this research could refer. In the first chapter the themes of this
research are treated under the aspects of history, culture, the meeting of
cultures, and inculturation of the Gospel.
The second chapter reads the Constitutions, and other basic texts
and testimonies from the foundation in a charismatic and theological
way. The constitutional texts and the proper spirituality of the Hearts
of Love are analysed in the light of the teaching and tradition of the
Church on Marian spirituality and on religious life, profiting also a
little from the light of the historical – cultural context of the foundation
of the Society.
The third chapter tries to re–interpret the Marian mysteries in
view of the union of the Two Hearts. For this purpose, it uses a
logic–systematic method. This applies especially to the nucleus of the
whole work, sub–chapter .., in which at each point the opinions of
theologians are presented first, then the Magisterial confirmation is
sought, and, thirdly, the voice of the founder is added and commented
upon. The nexus mysteriorum of Mariology with the other mysteries
of faith, and the principles of ecumenism and openness “ad gentes”
are being respected.
It should be noted that single inverted commas (‘ ’) mean that
the word or phrase was quoted only approximately, e.g. when it was
translated into English by the author. (The single inverted commas
are also used to specify a quotation within a quotation.) If a footnote is
placed after the comma or full stop, the content of the footnote refers
. For this method in reading the Bible, cf. M. M. M, “Lettura secondo lo Spirito’
dei testi biblico–mariani. Orientamenti metodologici”, in E. M. T (ed.), L’ermeneutica
contemporanea e i testi biblico–mariologici. Verifica e proposte. Atti del XIII Simposio Internazionale Mariologico (Roma – ottobre ), Marianum, Roma , p. –.
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to the whole sentence or half sentence. If it is placed in the middle of
a sentence or before the comma or full stop, it refers only to the last
couple of words or term.
. Difficulties and limits
Scientific critical secondary literature was difficult to find for the
cultural background in Nigeria, for the actual ecclesiastical situation
in Germany and for the history of SHL. The sub–chapter on the
culture in Nigeria and the one on the Church in Germany builds
mostly on single voices which are on the level of testimonies rather
than scientific research. The history of the founder and the Society
is founded almost completely on personal testimonies, since critical
secondary literature does not exist. Some pertinent documents are
in Episcopal archives not attainable to the author. Thus, the history
of the founder and the Society does not claim scientific historicity. It
is a first attempt of a comprehensive presentation. Since the author
belongs to the SHL, the history inevitably has the view of the Society itself. As the history of the founder and the Society had to be
presumed to be quite unknown to the reader, it had to be presented
at some length. Very few sources of the congregation are already
published; thus, it was necessary to append some basic sources to this
research. Many sources (almost exclusively sermons of the founder)
are still waiting for publication in electronic archives and handwritten
booklets.
For the sub–chapter on the nature and role of Constitutions in
the religious life, literature often used very general terms and a lot
of repetition. As the latter is of little importance for the themes of
this research, the small size of the sub–chapter seems unlikely a
disadvantage. It is now a brief introduction to the contents of the
Constitution and other congregational sources concerning the themes
of this research. The second chapter is an unconcluded study due to
the fact that the founder is still alive. The congregational sources are
not yet complete and the charism is expected to develop further.
Elaborating on a “Mariology/theology of the Two Hearts of Love”
(the third chapter) proved very difficult because the presentation of
the union of the Two Hearts of Love in the (Original) Constitutions
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follows the narrative way of mainly traditional pious convictions and
does not offer anything “new” at first sight. The approved Constitutions do not contain even these narrative Mariological articles, but
rather call Jesus and Mary united and exhorts the members to live
Marian devotions. The author had to take a further step of digging
out the underlying Mariology of intimate and positive relationship.
The dogmatic part, the most important part of this research, has
the methodological limit of lack of deep investigation in the field of
theological sources since the Marian themes are already extensively
treated in many manuals and studies. This research concentrated on
putting them into a new order, thus underlining the relationship of
Mary – Jesus and Mary – Church, or the relationship of the Two
united Hearts with the Church, neglecting to develop expressively
the relationship of Mary with God Father, with the Holy Spirit, with
non–Christians, and with the angels and all nature, since these relationships are consequent on the first ones.

